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On the number of solutions oi lînear équations in units of an
algebraic number field

K. Gyôry

1. Introduction

Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n over the field Q of rational
numbers, and let r dénote the number of fundamental units in K. As is well-
known, many diophantine problems lead to équations of the form

a1x1 + a2x2=p (1)

where the coefficients al9 a2, |3 are non-zero algebraic integers and the variables

xl9 x2 are units in K (see e.g. Siegel [22], [23], Skolem [25], Nagell [15], [17],
Mordell [14], Baker [1], [3], Sprindzuk [26], [27], the author [7], [9] and the
références mentioned there). We may suppose that in (1) m |NK/O(j3)|^mk
I^K/o(ak)l f°r fc 1, 2. It follows from a gênerai theorem of Siegel [22] concern-
ing the Thue équation that the number N of solutions of (1) is finite (and thèse
solutions can be efïectively determined by Baker's method, cf. [3]). This resuit on
the finiteness of N has various generalizations, see e.g. Mahler [13] and Lang
[11]. From the point of view of some applications of (1) it is crucial to hâve a good

upper bound for N. The best known bound for N is 32rc'(n) when m>
mink c"(n, ak). It can be deduced from a récent theorem of Choodnovsky ([4],
Theorem 2.1, (2)) on the number of solutions of the Thue équation. In [4]
c'(n)(^ 1) and c"(n, ak) are efïectively computable in terms of n and ak but they
are not explicitly computed.

In this paper we give a direct proof for estimating N which enables us to
considerably improve the above quoted estimate. Using Baker's method we prove
that if m is sufficiently large relative to min (ml9 m2) and certain parameters of K
then N<r + 1. This upper bound is best possible for r<l. Further, for small
values of m our resuit does not remain valid in gênerai.

We prove our main resuit in a more gênerai form, for the number of solutions
of (1) in S-units xl9 x2 of K. Our theorem has several applications which will be

published in separate papers. It implies e.g. [10] that in our Theorem l(a) in [6]
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584 K GYÔRY

there exists no so-called exceptional polynomial f(x). The explicit and good
dependence on r in our bound is particularly useful in certain applications.

2. The main result

Throughout this paper K will dénote an algebraic number field of degree n > 1

with ring of integers ZK. Let jRk and hK be the regulator and the class number of
K. Let RK — Tnax(RK, e) and let r be the number of fundamental units in K.
Dénote by S a finite set of normalized valuations | • • • 1^ of K containing the set S^
of the archimedean valuations. For aeK put ||a||1J |a|^ where nu [Ku:Qu].
Suppose that the non-archimedean valuations of S belong to the prime ideals

pi,... ,ps and that thèse prime ideals lie above rational primes not exceeding
P (>2). l/s will dénote the group of S-units in K. Us obviously coincides with the

group UK of units in K for S S*,.

Let al9 a2 and 0 be non-zero algebraic integers in K with mk =rLesllc*klL
fc 1, 2 and m =rLes II^IL- Consider the équation

a1x1 + a2x2 P (2)

in S-units xl9 x2 of K. We may suppose without loss of generality that m>
max (ml9 m2). It follows from a theorem of Parry [19] on the Thue-Mahler
équation that the number of solutions of (2) is finite and can be estimated from
above in terms of K, S, al9 a2 and j3.(1)

In this paper we dérive an upper bound for the number of solutions of (2) in a

more direct way, without using the Thue-Mahler équation. This new approach
enables us to establish a much more précise resuit on the équation (2).

THEOREM. Let K, S, aly a2 and (3 be as above. Suppose that

log m > e"1 log (-V25(r + s + 3)n)20(r+2)+13sPn«K

• (RK + hK log P)s(RK + shK log P)[s(RK + hK log P) +1] log (R*(1 + shKP)) (3)

and that mink (mk) < m1"6 for some e with 0 < e < 1. Then the number of solutions

of (2) in S-units xl9 x2 of K is not greater than r + 4s +1.

1 In case K Q better and explicit estimâtes can be deduced from a resuit of Lewis and Manier
[12].
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Remark. If in our theorem maxk (log mfc)<(log m)1"6 with some e, 0< e < 1,

and m > C(e, n, RK, fiK, s, P) (where C can be expressed explicitly in terms of e, n,
Rk, hK, s and P) then the number of solutions of (2) is at most r + 2s +1. Further,
if in particular K Q and s > 1, this bound can be improved to 2s. For s 1 this
resuit is best possible.

In case 8 80* our theorem implies the following

COROLLARY. Let K, al9 a2 and 0 be defined as above. If

log |JW0)|> s'1 log (^)(25(r + 3)n)2O(r+2)JR|log K* (4)

and mink |NK/Q(ak)|<|NK/QO)|1~c /or some e witfi 0<e<l, tfien fhe number of
solutions of (2) in units xu x2 ofK is not greater than r+1.

It is easily verified that for number fields K of unit rank r < 1 the bound r +1 is

already best possible.
Nagell proved [16] that for every n > 5 there exists a number field K of degree

n such that xt + x2 1 has at least 3(2n — 3) solutions in units xl9 x2 of K. In other
words, if m is small or /3 a1 a2 our theorem is not true in gênerai. In thèse

cases we can dérive an explicit upper bound for the number of solutions of (2) by
using our Lemma 6, but this bound dépends on r, s, RK, hK and P.

Finally we mention an application of our Corollary. Newman showed [18] that
if [K : Q] n > 4 and in K there is an arithmetic progression tj, r\ +13,..., tj + fc/3

consisting of units then k < n — 1. When (3 satisfies (4) and r < n — 2, our Corollary
improves Newman's estimate to fc<r + l.

3. Lemmas

In order to prove our theorem we need some lemmas. We keep the notations
of Section 2. We suppose that there are rx real conjugate fields to K and 2r2

complex conjugates to K and that they are chosen in the usual manner: if a is in
K then a0) is real for j 1,..., r! and a0+r2) ô^ for j rx +1,..., rx + r2. Let
e, 1 if l^/r^ri and e,=2 if r1 + l</<r1 + r2.

As usual, | a \ will dénote the maximum of the absolute values of the conjugates

of an algebraic number a, We dénote by H(a) the height (in the usual
sensé) of a.
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LEMMA 1. If r>l, then there exist independent units r)ly..., i)r in K such
that

max (log h, |, 1) < ctRK (5)

and the absolute values of the éléments of the inverse matrix of (e, loglTj^Dx^ J2Sr do
not exceed c2, where

(6rn2Y
(- and c2

6r!n2

ogn) ~A logn'

Proof. This is a spécial case of Lemma 2 of [9]. It follows from the work [24]
of Siegel (combining his argument with a récent resuit of Dobrowolski [5]).

If r>l, let th,..., T?r be fixed units in ZK with the properties specified in
Lemma 1 and let U dénote the multiplicative group generated by T\l9...,r\r. In
case r 0 let U {ï} and c1 c2=l.

LEMMA 2. Let a be a non-zero élément in K with |Nk/q(oO| M. There exists

a unit eeU such that

|log | M-^iaerW <^-rRK, j 1,..., n. (6)

Proof. This is a spécial case of Lemma 3 in [9].

Let alJ...,am be m>2 non-zero algebraic numbers in K with heights
respectively not exceeding Al9..., Am (with log log At > 1). We further suppose
that A1^A2^- • -<Am A' and we set

Û' (log Ax) - • • (log Am_x\ c3 (25(m + l)n)10(m+1)

and T 03/}'log fl'. Write

A bx log «i -h • • • + &„,_! /ogo^.! -log o^

where &!,..., bm^x are rational integers with absolute values at most B and ail
the logarithms hâve their principal values.
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LEMMA 3 (A. J. van der Poorten and J. H. Loxton). If A 5*0 and for some

8>0

|A|«rÔB,

then B <S^Tlog (Ô^T) log A' orB<c^inTlog (c^1/2T) log A' according as 8^

Proof. This deep resuit is Theorem 3 in [21]. It is an explicit form of Theorem
2 of Baker [2].

We shall use the following conséquence of Lemma 3. Put

c4 (25(m + 2)n)10(m+2) and T c4/}' log Î2f.

With the above notation we hâve

LEMMA 4. If 0<Ô<2mc41/2T' and

then B <4e8~1T log (AemS^T) log A'.

Proof. Lemma 4 can be deduced from Lemma 3 by a well-known argument.
Let bm — 1. By taking the principal values of the logarithms we get

m

log (oî> • • • oSr) I b, log a, + b0 log (-1)
1 1

where |&ol^l&il + " * - + \bm\^mB. Since |logz|<2|z-l| for |z-l|<|, it is clear
that Lemma 4 is a direct conséquence of Lemma 3.

Let p be a prime idéal of K lying above the rational prime p. Following van der
Poorten [20], we write ep for the ramification index of p and fp for its residue class

degree, so iNWpHp'*. Let gp fè+ej(p-l)] and Gp pf»Mpf—l). Let

al9..., am, il' and A' be defined as in Lemma 3 and write c5

(16(m + l)n)12(m+1), T* c5GpOf log O'.

LEMMA 5 (A. J. van der Poorten). If 0<S*<l and there exist rational
integers bl9..., 5m_i with absolute values at most B such that

then B < (S*)-1!1* log ((«?)-1T*) log A'.
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Proof. This is Theorem 4 of van der Poorten [20].

We remark that Gp<pn if p>3 and Gp<p2n if p<3.
Let S be defined as in Section 2 and put Gs =max1<l:«ss GPi for s>l and

Gs 1 for s 0. Dénote by >f the set of algebraic integers a in K satisfying

With the notation introduced above we hâve the following

LEMMA 6. Let al9 a2, a3 be non-zéro algebraic integers in K with
max1<k<3 | ak | ^A. Ifxl9 x2 and x3 are non-zéro algebraic integers in K satisfying

a1x1 + a2x2 +013X3 0 and xt, x2, x3eN(Us HZK) (7)

then for some creUsC\ ZK and p*. e ZK we hâve

xk=<rpk, k 1,2,3 (8)

and

max Î^J <exp {c6Gs (log P)[s(RK + hK log P) log (1 + s£KhK) +1]
l*sk<3

K + shKlogP)

• [RK + shK log P+log (AN)]}, (9)

where c6 (25(r 4- s + 3)n)19r+13a+2w+36.

As is known, this statement, with weaker estimâtes, was earlier implicitly
proved in several papers. In the spécial case 5 0 we obtained in [9] a slightly
better resuit. Our Lemma 6 has several applications. By using this lemma we can

improve, for example, our estimâtes established in [8].
Put p[*K (tt,) with some 7rt g Zk for i 1,..., s. As will be apparent from the

proof of Lemma 6, in (8) cr may be chosen in the form tîtt?1 • • • tt"» where r\ e UK
and al9..., as are non-negative rational integers.

Proof of Lemma 6. Since in the case s 0 we obtained in [9] a better estimate
than that occurring in (9), in what follows we suppose s>0. By hypothesis we
hâve

fc l,2,3, (10)
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where

|JWfifc)|=sN (11)

and

(o-k) pï----p,M*. (12)

Write u^ hKvlk + rlk with 0 < rlk < hK and p,Hlc (tt,) with ir, g Zk for i 1,..., s.

By Lemma 2 we may suppose that

i—r fcir 1

maxlirj^exp \—RK + hK logPk (13)

Further, by (10) (ôk)pr1ik • • • p/k is a principal idéal with norm at most NPsnhK.

Applying again Lemma 2 we may write

Xk^kWr"" •••<*, fc l,2,3, (14)

where ek is a unit in K and yk is an algebraic integer satisfying

l^J < N1/nPsh* exp {y KK}, fc 1, 2, 3. (15)

Put Ot mink vlk and u;lk vlk — a^ for k 1, 2, 3 and î 1,..., s. Suppose, for
convenience, that V max1=si=£s 4 ^li an^ Ui3 0. H ^" —1> let tï1? Tjr be
units with the properties specified in Lemma 1. By Lemma 2 we may write

• • • r^, e2/e3 e^" • • • t,?" (16)

where wn,..., wrl, w12,..., wr2 are rational integers and e[, e2 a10 units in K
such that

max(|ei|, Ie2|)<exp \— RK\- UT)
12 J

(16) and (17) are valid both for r > 1 and for r 0 (when the tj, do not occur in
(16)). Put e'3 1 and yk= ekyk, fc 1, 2, 3. Then we hâve by (15) and (17)

max | y'k\ < N1/nPsh- exp ^iRk). (18)
k
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Consequently

where a e3ir^ • • • ir"», Pk yLv7lk " * * T?rrk/n'ïllc * * * tÏ* and w13 * • • wr3 0.

We shall prove that a and p^, fc 1, 2, 3, hâve the required properties.
From (7) we get

<*iPi + <*2p2 + a3p3 0, (19)

whence

^P2^£i (20)
a3p3 a3p3

We are now going to dérive an upper bound for H max(V, W) where W
maxJ>k |wjk|. We assume that

H> 16(r + l)2n3c1c2sKK(RK + hK log P)S[JRK + shK log P+log (AN)]. (21)

First suppose V> tH where r [16mc2s(rc1RK + hK log P) +1]"1. Since

nlogA

it follows from (20) that

so, by (21),

^4 iil)|H. (22)

Let us apply now Letnma 5 with pt and S* t/2. Write A, =max (H(tj,), ee) for
/ 1,..., r if râ 1 and A, =max(H(ir,_r), ee) for / r+1,..., r+s. Since

and
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so by Lemma 1

log A, < 2n max (log hj, 1) < 2nctRK9 j 1,..., r (23)

and by (13)

log A, <2n(c1rRK + hK log P), / r+1,..., r + s. (24)

Thus, by Lemma 1 we hâve

{lf log Ai • • • log Ar+S < c1(2n)r+sRK(c1r/?K + hK log P)s. (25)

Further, we hâve by (18)

exp{2c1nrRK} A' (26)

where A'>A} for each /. Define T* c7Gsï}' log /2' with c7

+ 2)n)12(r+s+2). By Lemma 5 we get from (22)

H<- T* log f- T*] log A'<- c7Gs log f- c7GsW(log fi')2 log A'. (27)
T IT J T IT J

Suppose now that V<rH when V<W H and r^l. Assume, for conveni-

ence, that W=|wn|. Then we obtain

wn log h^l + • • • + wrl log h?>| log |p^| - log |7;0)| - X Wi log k^l

for each conjugate with j 1,..., r. Suppose that the right sides attain their
maximum in absolute value for / J, 1< J<r. By Lemma 1 we get

Ilog \pP\ I + |log| y[iJ) | + X ufi |log| tt^I }.

Thus, by (13), (18) and (21) we obtain

1

W-(logN+snhK log P-f CxItlRk)-TWsn(c!rRK + hK log P)

H.

"2rc2

3

"8rc2
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But we hâve

log |iWPl)| log |JWyI)| +£ v'« log lA

1

^ log N+ snhK log P 4- c1rnRK + rHsnhK log P ^ H.

Hence

1
log|pî8

4r(n-l)c2

for some 1 < g < n. Further it is easy to see that

log
1

<log(2A) + (n-l)log|c*3P3l^3-7 TT~H-"8r(n-l)c2

Thus we hâve

o<|r(g)| -ÔH (28)

where ô (8n2c2) \ We can now apply Lemma 4 in a similar way as we applied
Lemma 5 before. Write c8 (25(r + s + 3)n)1O(r+s+3) and T c8û' log /î'. Since

l)cg1/2T', by Lemma 4 we hâve

H<32en2c2T'log(32e(r + s + l)n2c2T')logA'

and, by (25) and (26), we get

H<32en2c2c8 log (32(r + s + Ï)n2c2cs)n'(log fi')2 log A'. (29)

It is easily seen that the right hand sides of (27) and (29) can be estimated from
above by

(25(r + s + 3)n)14r+12s+31Gs (log P)
x [S(J?K + hK log P) log (1 + shKRK) +1] • fl'(Iog O')2 log A'.

So by (25) we hâve

H <c9Gs(log P)[s(i?K + hK log P) log (1 + shKRK) + 1]Rk(Rk + hK log P)s

• [log J?£+s log(l + RKhK logP)]2[J?K + shK log P+log (AN)] (30)
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where c9 (25(r + s + 3)n)17 5'+13s+2ra+34 5. Finally, by virtue of (13), (18), (23) and

(30)

<exp {c9n(r + l)dGs(log P)[s(RK + hK log P) log (1 + shKRK) +1]

• RK((s + 1)RK + shK log P)(RK + hK log P)s[log R% + s log (1 + RKhK log P)]2

• [RK + shK log P+log (ANW.

Since c9n(r+l)c1<(25(r + s4-3)n)19r+13s+2rs+36, (9) is proved.

4. Proof of the theorem

If r + s 0 and x1? x2 is a solution of (2) then xx and x2 are roots of unity.
Assume that x[, x'2 is another solution of (2) and mx^m1'*. Then we hâve

fiix'ï-x?) a1(x1X2~xix2) and, by taking the norm on both sides, we arrive at a

contradiction.
We suppose now that r + s>0 and that (2) is solvable in S-units xl9 x2. We

first show that we can make certain assumptions without loss of generality. Write
O) ap5i • • • p/ where a is an intégral idéal in K such that (a, Pi ps) 1.

Putting p^K (tt,) with some fixed ir, g Zk and b, hKwt + d, with 0 < d, < hK, we
obtain ap?1 •••$$ (ft) for some # e ZK. Since

m ^IN^oW| mNvatô ¦ • • p^)^PsnhK • m,

it follows from Lemma 2 that an associate #' of -d can be determined such that

c^m^^ir^cnm^, l 1,..., n,

with

clo exp {-y «k}, cn PsHk exp {y «k}«

Now ^ ^ttî'1 • • • ir™"&' where £ is a fixed unit in K and tt, /f #' for i 1,..., s.

Since Itt^1 • • * tt7' is a fixed S-unit in K, multiplying both sides of (2) by
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r*)"1 and incorporating this S-unit in xl9 x2 we get (2) with p replaced
by #'. So we may suppose without loss of generality that in (2)

m<|2W/3)| and c10mVn <|0(I)|<Cllm1/n, 1 1,..., n. (31)

Similarly, we may assume that in (2)

l 1,..., n (32)

and ttx ak for k 1, 2 and i 1,..., s.

Let x1? x2 be an arbitrary but fixed solution of (2) in S-units. Then we hâve

(*k) PÎ" •••?:*, k l,2, (33)

with some rational integers akl,..., a^. Write akl hKvkl + akl with 0<akl<hK.
Then pî^1 • • • p"^ is principal, say (Tk), and rk g Zk. By Lemma 2 we may suppose
that

ki Nexp \— RK + hK logP[, i 1,..., s (34)

and

^exp {y k 1, 2.

Consequently, there are units ku k2 in K such that xk KkTk7rïki • • • irvsk\ If r > 1,

let rjx,..., î|r be units with the properties specified in Lemma 1. Then Kk

KkTîïki • • • r)?" where Kk is a unit satisfying

fc l, 2.

With the notation xk Kkrk we hâve

*k Xk*?ïkl * • • -nï—ir^» • • • n> (35)

and

^n logP}. (36)
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We are now going to give an upper bound for the solutions of

• • • î|>^Ï21 • • • *> P (37)

in rational integers yfc), vkl. Write Y3 rï=i ^7™"(""' "2>'0) and multiply both sides

of (37) by Y3. Putting Yk Y3r}fy • • • itfiiriïf • • • irfc for fc 1, 2, from (37) we

get

(38)

We could now apply Lemma 6 to (38) and we should obtain

max î^|<c12mc» (39)

where tjg Uk, p^gZk and c12, c13 are explicit constants. This would imply an

explicit upper bound for |ykj| and \vkl\. However, we can get a slightly better
estimate if we observe that the équation (38) is of the same type as (19). Thus, by
(30) we hâve

maxflyj, kJ)^c14logm (40)

where

c14 2 - 3nc9Pn(log P)[s(RK + hK log P) log (1 + sRKhK) + 1]RK

• (RK + hK log P)s[log R* + s log (1 + hKRK log P)]2

with the constant c9 occurring in the proof of Lemma 6.

Let c15>0 be a number determined later. We shall now prove that (37) (i.e.
(2)) has at most r +1 solutions

such that

max \vkl | < c15 log m. (41)
klt

Write T|ïki • • • Tî*kr ek in xk. Suppose that (37) has at least r + 2 solutions xl9

x2 with the property (41). Assume that rn1 < m1"6. Let us order the conjugates of
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a1e1 in the same way as in Section 3. By (32) we hâve

ni(«i£)(l)| FI \(oc1e1Yl)\2^Psnh-rn1^Psnh-m1-e (42)

for each of the r + 2 solutions. Hence there exists at least two solutions for which
l(«i^i)(°l is minimal for the same /, I<i<r1 + r2=r+l. For thèse two solutions
we hâve

)0^ <Psh^m1/n-e/n (43)

and, by (34) and (41),

where

So, by taking

c16 e/2n(i.e. c15 ^ [s(n-l)(^J?K + hKl

we get

|j3(I)-a2°x2°| \(a1e1)il>\\x?\\(irï" ' • • <-)(I)|^
(44)

where c17 exp{c1rRK + 2shK logP}. We deduce from (3), (31) and (44) that

laMI > \P(l)\ - c17m
1/n~e/2n > c10m1/n - c17m 1M~e/2n ^^f m1M. (45)

Let x1? x2 and xi xWi" ' ' ' tjJW;» • • • 7rus-, x'2 xWh ' ' ' vï^i21 ' ' ' ^
dénote the two solutions in question. From (44) we obtain

|«2 X2 a2 ^2 |^C17m
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whence, by (45) and (3),

Ï2
x2

|r(I)| <exp { -¦—- (2c14 log m)} (46)

where

X2

Hère we may suppose that

X2

In (46)

Y/(0

since otherwise we should hâve x2 x2 and, from (2), x\ x1. Since in view of
(40) we hâve |y^, —y2j|, |i;2l —t;2l|<2c14log m for each i and /, we may apply
Lemma 4 to (46) with 8 e(8nc14)"1 and we get

2c14 log m <— (8nc14)T' log —* (8nc14)T' log A'
c L fc J

where T clsil' log ft', c18 (25(r + s + 3)n)10(r+s+3) with the ft' specified in (25)
and

(kïi+ra"s(2c17)B A'. (47)

Thus we hâve

log m < e-1 log (-)(25(r + s + 3)n)20(r+2)+131 • P"jRk(Rk + ^k log P)s

• (RK + shK log P)[s(RK + hK log P) +1] log (R*(l + shKP))

which contradicts (3).
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We shall now prove that (37) has at most 4s solutions xu x2 for which

max \vki | > c15 log m (48)

with

Ci5 ;

Assume that (37) has at least 4s +1 solutions with the property (48). Then we

may assume, for convenience, that there exist three solutions for which |un|>
c15 log m.

First suppose that for at least two of thèse solutions, say for x1? x2 and xi, x2,

vlx and v'u are positive. Since tt1J{($, from (37) we deduce that ord^ («2*2) — 0.

Further (37) implies ord^ (j3-a2x2)>i;11 and ordWi (p-^x^^ud, whence, by
(48),

00 > ord^ (a2x2- a2x2) > c15 log m

and hence

Ô*(2c14log m)

with

Consequently, by Lemma 5 we hâve

2c14 log m < (Ô*)"1!^ log ((ô*)-1!*) log A'

where T* c19Gsnf log il\ c19 [16(r + s + 2)n]12(r"hs+2) and Gs is defined as in
Lemma 6. Thus

log m <— GsOf log O' log [— cl9GsOf log H'] log Af
c15 L c15 J
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< e"1 log (-V25(r + s + 3)n)20(r+2K13sFnJRK(JRK + hK log P)s

• (jRK + shK log P)[s(RK + hK log P) +1] log (J?*(l + shKP))

and, in view of (3), this yields a contradiction.
Finally suppose that there exist two solutions, say xl9 x2 and x\9 x2, for which

knL kiil>ci5l°g m and ^n> uii are négative. Since tt^cl^ we can reduce this
case to the preceding one by multiplying both sides of (37) by xï1 and x'r1
respectively. This complètes the proof of our theorem.

To prove the Remark stated after our Theorem it is enough to show that there
exist no solution xl9 x2 with the properties |vn|>c15logm and vtl<0. Indeed,
the existence of such a solution xl9 x2 would imply

which would yield a contradiction in a similar way as in the above proof. If in
particular K Q, s>l and (2) is solvable then in our above proof (48) must
hold. So, in this case the number of solutions is at most 2s.
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